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Perceptual systems considered as creative practice: 




School of Arts, Griffith University, Gold Coast, Australia 
 
 
This paper was written to introduce and correlate the importance of James. J. 
Gibson's and Stuart Kauffman's work for creative research and creative practice, 
but will also serve to introduce the work of Arakawa and Gins to students of 
human perception, movement, and ecological psychology. The paper will discuss 
the art and architectural practice(s) of Arakawa and Gins, specifically, their notion 
of the "architectural body". They propose that we may realise the architectural 
body through an ecological approach to art practice as daily research, which aims 
to observe, learn about, and reconfigure the relationships between organism-
person and environment 
The paper will examine how ideas and approaches in ecological psychology 
and self-organisation both inform and are extended by Arakawa and Gins' 
"procedural architecture". Examples will be drawn from their 35 year 
collaboration on writing projects, installations, site-specific works, large-scale 
land-works, houses, community housing, and small cities. Their commitment to 
studying complex interactions of the organism-person-surround, will be developed 
in two discussions: 
1. What is involved in observing, learning and transforming modes of 
perception? How do Arakawa and Gins' architectural procedures address 
recognition and interaction with the organisation of our own organism? 
2. How does an ecological approach within creative practice/creative research 
contribute toward understanding self-organising systems and perceptual systems 
in complex environments such as culture, history, and physical surrounds. 
This is an attempt to make use of a transdisciplinary research, attempting to 
enact the convergence of research across the arts and sciences concerned with the 
relationship of the organism to the environment. 
 
 
 
 
